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Praise be to Allah, and prayers and peace be upon the Seal (the last)of
the Prophets, our Master  Muhammad, and his Family and companions
.
After……
       This thesis entitled ( Investigations of Al-Qur'an Sciences in Al-
Maordi the Jokes and Eyes )  has been submitted for the Master
degree in  Al- Qur'an sciences in the interpretation field from the
Islamic University – college of Arts – Al-Qur'an science department .
The aim was to determine the importance of Al-Qur'an science and its
impact in the interpretation  through  `Imaam Al-Maordi's
interpretation , it has included seven chapters preceded by an
introduction and preface , followed by the conclusion , in the
introduction  I spoke about the importance of the topic,  the reasons for
its choice and the research plan .
In the preface , I talked briefly about the age in which `Imaam al-
maordi` lived , his life, and his scientific effects , and after the preface
we have seven chapters , which include :

Chapter one:  reasons of the revelation (nuzuul) and it was in five
sections : - first , the definition of revelation reasons , the second, in the
methods of its knowledge,
The third ,its expression forms,   fourth , in its  importance and  the
extent of `Imaam Al-Maordi's` adoption   in his interpretations ,   fifth ,
in the generality of pronunciation and particularly reason and Al-
Maordi's  position of  it .
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Chapter  two :- Al-Qur'an readings and the seven letters, it was in
three sections : first, the definition of readings and their types and
conditions, then, Al-Maordi's position of it , second, attached readings
in the explanation , the third , the efforts of Al-Maordi in the seven
letters .
Chapter three :- Al-Maki and Al-Madani from  Al-Qur'an , it was in
two sections , first ,  the definition, importance, and the methods of
knowledge of Al-Maki and Al-Madani . Second , `Imaam Al-Maordi's
approach  in the presentation of Al-Maki and Al-Madani in
"Sur Al-Qur’an" chapters of the Holy Qur'an.
Chapter four :- The abrogator "al-naasikh" and the abrogated "al-
mansuukh", it was in five sections : first, linguistic and legitimate
meaning of the abrogation "naskh" ,   second, kinds of the abrogation
according to the pronunciation and ruling ,  third,  kinds of the
abrogator,  fourth,  to abrogate ruling for what is lighter and heavier
and showing Al-maordi's position of that , fifth,  the points of
agreement and disagreement in the    part of the abrogator and the
abrogated verses ,then show the position of Al-Maordi of them.

Chapter five :- "Al-muhkam" exact in meaning and  "al-
mutashaabih" polysemous,  it was in four sections:  first,     the
definition of "al-muhkam" and                   "al-mutashaabih",  second,
in the science of versed in polysmous,   third,  the position of "al-
Maordi' from qualities  polysemous,  fourth,  his position  of
disconnected  letters in the earlier "Sur" chapters of the Holy Qur'an.
Chapter six :- Interpretation science  , it was in four sections :  First,
the definition of the interpretation and  explanation and show the
difference between them,  second,  aspects of interpretation,  third,  in
the rules related to the possibility to pronounce  more than one
meanings ,and  al-Maordi's position of it,  fourth, in the kinds of
interpretation from its origin.
Chapter seven :- Miscellaneous issues in the interpretation of "al-
imaam al-Maordi",  it included six sections , first,  revelations of Holly
Qur'an,  second,  the first and the last revelation in Al-Qur'an,  third,
Al-Qur'an names and its chapters "sur",  fourth,  in inspiration and its
divisions and forms, fifth, in Al-Qur'an  verse and chapter "sura"  and
what relating to them, sixth, inflective articulation and the position of
Al-Maordi on it.
And then we have the conclusion which summarized the most
important results in this research,  and I  attached an appendix which
contain the most important figures with  this thesis and another
appendix which include the titles of sources and references that are
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adopted by them.

God  is reconciling


